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Your Home Theatre

audio playback interaction with the room has much more influ-

ence, and in many more areas than video. And I submit to you

again that the audio is more important than the video at telling the

story and connecting with your emotions. Realistic audio can take

you away to other places, times and moods at a higher level than

video can. It is realistic audio that makes you believe you are in

the scene, rather than just an observer from outside the action.

Realistic audio gets your attention.

    The electro-acoustical calibration is about controlling the inter-

actions of the equipment with the room for the listener(s). It starts

with confirming, or addressing, the ambient noise of the room so

that non-soundtrack noises cannot distract or obscure, low-level

details can be heard, and the dynamic range is wide. It includes

controlling first-order reflections so that spatial cues and timbre

remain accurate, controlling room modes so that bass response is

powerful and linear, and reverberation times so that speech, music

and sound effects are articulate. 

    It involves the physical positioning of the loudspeakers/listen-

ers. This controls bass response, soundstage, imaging and tonali-

ty.

    Finally, it involves the calibration of the electronics that repro-

duce the sound waves that fill the room. This involves proper and

clean AC, proper wiring from source to drivers, to controller

delays, SPLs and LFE crossover, etc.

    I like to call this calibration of the audio equipment and the

room “voicing.” I have used this term since the 80s when I studied

about how organs (pipes and keyboards) are “voiced” to the envi-

ronment. The pipes are positioned and balanced so that they

sound uniform in the room to the audience (See Photo 1). This is

the same process that I do for the audio system in the room, with

the addition that I usually have control over the existing acoustics

via acoustic treatments. Again, the room and the audio system

interact heavily with each other. My job is to make them both

unnoticed. The room and the loudspeakers should disappear soni-

cally. In addition, voicing means that everything in the audio chain

is checked and tweaked to perform to its best potential. It means

that the customer receives the full value of his/her investment,

which translates to a full experience.

    Before traveling to the job site, the project head is given a

readiness checklist to confirm. This prevents delays that would

otherwise occur if things were not in place when I arrive. When I

do arrive, it is typically with two equipment cases and two laptops

(See Photo 2). My voicing checklist has 33 prioritized categories to

Part I—Basic Evaluation
Norman Varney

    Any home theatre should be judged by its performance. It is its

performance that delivers the experience. The experience relies

on the performance.

    There is much press given to home theatre from the visual point

of view. Both the décor, as well as video calibration receives much

media attention. Pictures of fancy home theatres may impress on

the surface, but as we’ve discussed, the décor does influence the

performance and too often not for the better. In fact, it can distract

if the room is still visible when the lights are off, and even distort

the video presentation if light from the screen is reflecting from col-

ored walls, floor, ceiling, etc. The room should remain visibly and

audibly undetectable when the lights are out. 

    Thanks chiefly to Joe Kane and The Imaging Science

Foundation (ISF), we have not only educated A/V integrators and

end-users about what a good picture is, but have influenced man-

ufacturers to create video display and calibration devices that

allow proper displays––something that was only available to the

broadcast industry prior to the early 90s. Today video calibration is

easily understood and handled by those in the consumer electron-

ics industry––not so much with audio. Why? I believe it is because

optical comparisons are much easier to observe and identify than

are audio (read; less subjective) and as a result, standards are

established that encompass video formats, display and environ-

ment. In addition, video calibration requires fewer tasks because

there are fewer components involved with the video system, and

because the video system interacts with the room much less than

the audio system.

    Let’s look at how video interacts with the room from the physi-

cal point of view. A video display requires that the screen is of

proper size for the distance from the viewers, as well as elevation.

These measures insure that the display may offer optimal resolu-

tion and comfort for the viewers. The screen must also have unob-

structed sightlines from each seat. And as mentioned, the room

should not visually light up or reflect back to the viewers or the dis-

play. 

    From an electronic calibration point of view the display basical-

ly needs to be set up for best peak white output, base black out-

put, gray scale balance, and proper color gamut, focus and

aspect ratio.

    This is a relatively short and simple list to set up and perform

compared to the audio system. For the most part, the video equip-

ment available today is outstanding, and its optimization is easy to

control. The audio equipment available today is also outstanding

for the most part, but its optimization is not so easy to control. The

Physical And Electronic Audio
Calibration 
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Your Home Theatre

Photo 3 One of three similar 20th Century Fox dubbing the-

atres. Note the design incorporates minimal audio and visual

distractions.

run through. Each of these may have multiple subsets of tests, but

they don’t necessarily need to be performed, only if an issue pres-

ents itself and needs further investigation. Typically on a voicing

job I go through a little over 100 tests to confirm that the system is

performing at its best. Depending on what is needed, this process

will take one to two days to complete.

    Let’s go through the necessities as briefly as possible so that

there is better understanding of how to judge a home theatre. A lot

of the reasoning and purpose for these tests have been covered

earlier in this series of articles, so I will avoid much redundancy

here. As I stated in the intro, a home theatre should be judged on

its performance. Its performance will control the experience. I see

many awards given to home cinemas where it can be told from the

photograph alone that the performance/experience is not going to

be up to par. Google “award-winning home cinemas” and notice

how many pictures show the following mistakes:

   1. Brightly colored décor (distracts, damages the contrast ratio,

can influence color fidelity)

   2. No centered primary seat (no magic spot where sound and

picture are unified in time, energy, frequency and light response)

   3. Non-symmetrical room layout and/or concave architectural

elements (damages time, energy and frequency response)

   4. Seats with backs above the shoulders (reflects sound from

the front and blocks sound from the rear)

   5. A screen that is so large that you can’t see the whole picture

without moving your head (uncomfortable, may miss important

visual information, may push loudspeakers too far apart) 

   6. Seats right next to a loudspeaker (causes masking of all

other loudspeakers)

   7. Seats against the side or rear wall (bass heavy and damages

all audio perceptions)

    8. Loudspeaker or subwoofer in the corner (non-linear bass

response, damages tonality, imaging and soundstage acuity)

    9. Non noise-rated door (may damage dynamic range and

mask low-level details, outside theatre noises may distract and

theatre noise may disturb others)

    10. Projector exposed and over audience (raises the ambient

noise floor and cuts the dynamic range by several dB, distracts

and masks)

    11. Too many hard surfaces (damages articulation, spatial

cues, timbre, etc.)

    You can imagine that with such visible mistakes there are likely

many others that the photograph can’t reveal. For example, photo-

graphs of a good home theatre may not indicate whether or not it

has a dedicated power supply, a dedicated HVAC system, room

dimensions that offer good room mode distribution, a shell

designed for noise control, interior acoustic treatments, etc.

    The goal is to reproduce what was produced by the artists.

Photo 3 is an example of a professional film-mixing studio.

    It would be easy enough to further evaluate the performance of

a basic surround home theatre objectively with the following obser-

vations and nothing more than a tape measure:

Photo 1 Working on “voicing” an organ. Not only is placement

of the pipes important for sound quality, but each voice (pipe)

must not only be pitch-perfect, but also timbre and level

matched with the room.

Photo 2 Showing some of the author’s equipment being

used for “voicing” the room and audio system.
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    1. There is a primary seat centrally located between the side-

walls and the screen, and within the optimum viewing distance

    2. All seats are more than three feet from a loudspeaker or wall

    3. All loudspeakers are unobstructed (visible) and aimed

toward the primary seat

    4. The front tweeters are within 5 degrees of each other hori-

zontally from the primary seat

    5. The center-channel loudspeaker is within 10 percent of the

screen distance to the primary seat

    6. The R&L mains are equidistant and within 25 to 35 degrees

apart from center of the primary seat

    7. Surrounds are 135 to 150 degrees from center of the primary

seat, or dipoles are within 1 foot of ear alignment

    8. Surrounds are not more than 20 degrees above

the primary listener’s ears

    9. The room has an easy, non-distracting egress

    10. Equipment lights are out of sight when viewing

the screen

    11. First-order reflection points are acoustically

treated

    12. The door is acoustically sealed

    Additionally, using only one’s ears and a test disc,

a judge could confirm the following:

    13. Each channel’s output signal is correctly feed-

ing the proper loudspeaker

    14. Each loudspeaker driver is working

    15. Each loudspeaker driver’s acoustic polarity is

correct (need equipment for tweeters)

    16. Each paired loudspeakers are in phase

    Finally, a few simple measurements should be

taken to confirm that the system is working up to mini-

mum standards. This would require a quality SPL

meter but not a trained ear:

    17. The ambient noise floor with all equipment on,

including HVAC is less than 28 dBA

    18. Confirmation that all channels are pink noise

level-matched at the primary seat

    19. Confirmation that all channels are time delay

correct at the primary listening seat

    20. Confirmation that the system can play at refer-

ence levels without clipping

    21. Confirmation that the LFE can play 25  to 50 Hz

+/- 3 dB minimum at the same output

    The simple A/V evaluation above should be includ-

ed in any home theatre installation by the integrator. It

should also be a part of the criteria for any home the-

When hired to voice an installed system, I’ll find an above

error or two more often than not. There are a lot of wires

involved, but integrators need to verify not only their own work

but also to discover any manufacturer errors. It is not that

unusual to find a driver is DOA, or an amplifier has been inter-

nally miswired, etc. It bothers me when I arrive and discover

that the client has been living with the problem without know-

ing that the integrator is going to be embarrassed about it,

and that if I can’t fix it on the spot, I will have to make a return

trip in order to voice the repaired system, costing everyone

time and money.

atre awards program.  You can even evaluate most of the above

for your own theatre using only the following; a copy of any Disney

disc that includes the THX Optimizer, a tape measure, and a

decent SPL meter phone app.

    The 21-step example above could conclude a simple evalua-

tion of the performance standards for any home theatre without the

need of professional electrical and acoustical test equipment, nor

the need for any subjective evaluations that would require trained

ears. In the next segment we will discuss those applications in

detail. WSR

    Norman Varney is the owner of AV RoomService, an acoustic

design company that also offers a few acoustical products. Having

been in the noise control and sound quality industries for decades

he has earned awards for acoustical products and room designs

while working for A/V RoomService, Kinetics Noise Control, Owens

Corning Science & Technology Center and MIT. Mr. Varney has

presented white papers to the industry and written articles on

acoustics for numerous publications over the years, as well as par-

ticipated in seminars and panel discussions. He is an active mem-

ber of ASTM (Committee E-33 on Building and Environmental

Acoustics), Acoustic Society of America, Institute of Noise Control

Engineering, AES, NAMM, CEDIA, etc.


